Job Vacancy

Product Engineer (Internship)

Soonlution Technology Ltd.

Job Highlights

- Result-oriented and self-driven
- A team player that can work with multiple departments
- Flexible working hours with other benefits

About Us

Soonlution is a Hong Kong-based startup company offering innovative solutions to the traditional aquaculture industry to facilitate the transition from being labour-intensive to being technology-based. From our roots in life science and engineering, we invent cutting-edge technologies to give our customers invaluable enhancements in their day-to-day practices.

Our Culture

We are a small team of passionate individuals achieve revolution in the aquaculture industry. We treat our team with respect, trust, freedom and autonomy. We are open to opinions and suggestions on improvements of work to achieve higher team efficiency.

Job Description

As a Soonlution core member, you will work with various passionate individuals from all departments to design, plan, oversee, execute and follow up on various engineering projects from start to finish.

Key Responsibilities

- Initiate, design and execute engineering projects based on customer needs
- Coordinate with other departments – and sometimes outsiders – for the projects
- Find and deliver detailed technical solutions to engineering problems in a professional manner externally and internally
- Design Proof of Concept to secure approval from the customer side
- Assist in training and providing technical support to customers
- Lead engineering-related discussions

**Requirements**

- Holder with higher diploma or above academic qualification in Mechanical Engineering or Civil Engineering
- Experience in mechanical project and hardware model construction are preferred
- Interest in aquaculture industry
- Good communication skills in English, Chinese or Mandarin is preferred
- Motivation to initiate, discuss, and improve the engineering projects with the team
- Experience in working with multiple departments is preferred
- Ability to multi-task and work with deadlines is essential
- Immediate availability is an advantage

**Salary**

Negotiable

**More information**

- Approximately 40 hours a week
- Examination leave

**Deadline of Application**

2020 JULY 18th

Interested parties please send your application letter plus CV to: soonlution@gmail.com.

Welcome to contact/whatsapp Meko Law (CEO) at: +852 91881610 for more details of the job vacancy.